Fob Alarm Pendant Transmitter with MPPL Pager - Complete Kit

**Code:** 1005218  
**Price:** £59.99 incl. VAT  
**Date:** 18/02/2019  
**VAT Relief Eligible:** Yes (£49.99 with VAT relief)  
**Delivery:** £3.95 incl. VAT per order

- Part of our MPPL System  
- Kit containing 1 x Fob Alarm Pendant and 1 x MPPL Pager  
- Supplied with breakaway lanyard, and keychain attachment

The **Fob Alarm Pendant Transmitter with MPPL Pager** is a cost-effective pendant alarm.

Once the "Call" button on the Alarm Pendant Transmitter is pushed a signal is sent to the pager, which then activates the pager alarm.

**Fob Alarm Pendant Transmitter**

- Supplied with breakaway lanyard, and keychain attachment  
- 1 x A23 12v battery (included) with 12-month life

**MPPL Pager**

The **MPPL Pager** is a portable alarmed pager with multiple volume settings.

- Portable alarmed pager with durable, robust design and belt clip for convenience  
- 4 volume controls (including off), allows carer to be in complete control of alarm  
- 2 x AA batteries (included)  
- Low battery warning

**Additional Pendants & Sensors**

- Up to 8 pendants can be used with a single (or multiple) pagers  
- Pagers can have two different channel alarms, so two pendants can be identified individually when triggered  
- Additional Fob Alarm Pendants can be purchased separately  
- Compatible with all MPPL Parts

**Additional Images**

**How to Order**
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 1005218.